
CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

Ma 3/103 KC Border
Introduction to Probability and Statistics Winter 2015

Assignment 8: Simple Regression Analysis

Due Monday, March 9 by 4:00 p.m. at 253 Sloan

How to answer these questions
These questions require you to use sophisticated computer programs to
answer simple questions. When you are asked for a graph or a number,
you should describe what commands you used (include the code), and
what you expect they should compute. Just reporting a number is not
sufficient—you have to explain why it is the right number.
When you produce graphs, make sure you label the axes, and explain
what it is a graph of.
For each exercise please, rate its difficulty (on a scale of your choosing—
just explain it), and record how much time you spent on it.

Advice on running regressions
After the problems, there is sample code for running simple regressions in R and in
Mathematica.

1 Should you regress Y on X or vice-versa?
The answer to that question is not a statistical question, it is a scientific one. Do you have
a theory that makes one variable dependent, and the other independent? The statistical
question is what difference does it make?

Suppose your model is
Y = β01 + β1X + ε.

Let β̂1 be the least squares estimate of β1 for this model.
Now suppose you try the model

X = α0 + α1Y + η.
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Let α̂1 be the lest squares estimate of α1.
If the sample means satisfy ȳ = x̄ = 0, your LS regression line will pass through (0, 0)

so α̂0 = β̂0 = 0, and your models will reduce to

Y = β1X + ε and X = α1Y + η.

What is the relation between α̂1 and β̂1?

Intuition may tell you that α̂1 = 1/β̂1. Is that correct?

Go the course web site and retrieve the data file http://www.math.caltech.edu/
%7E2014-15/2term/ma003/Data/IntuitionData.txt. It contains a tiny data set, three
observations on two variates labeled X and Y . (There is a header line in the file.)

1. (15 pts) Regress Y on X and a constant term. What are the least squares estimates
of the coefficients?

2. (15 pts) Regress X on Y and a constant term. What are the least squares estimates
of the coefficients?

3. (10 pts) Create a scatter plot of the data set showing each regression line.

4. (10 pts) Is the intuition stated above supported by this example?

2 Anscombe’s quartet
Francis Anscombe [1] created and presented four small sets of data. You can find them
on the course web site at http://www.math.caltech.edu/%7E2014-15/2term/ma003/
Data/Anscombe1.txt, Anscombe2, Anscombe3, and Anscombe4. Each data set has 11
observations on two variates labeled X and Y . (Each file has a header line.)

1. For each data set,

(a) Compute the sample mean and standard deviation of X and Y .
(b) Regress Y on X and a constant term. Explain the computations you are doing.

(If you omit this information, we shall be unable to award partial credit if your
calculations are incorrect.)

2. (5 pts per table cell) Summarize your results in Table 1 and turn it in with your
assignment. In the Table, β0 refers to the coefficient on the constant (or intercept
term) and β1 refers to the coefficient on X.

http://www.math.caltech.edu/%7E2014-15/2term/ma003/Data/IntuitionData.txt
http://www.math.caltech.edu/%7E2014-15/2term/ma003/Data/IntuitionData.txt
http://www.math.caltech.edu/%7E2014-15/2term/ma003/Data/Anscombe1.txt
http://www.math.caltech.edu/%7E2014-15/2term/ma003/Data/Anscombe1.txt
http://www.math.caltech.edu/%7E2014-15/2term/ma003/Data/Anscombe2.txt
http://www.math.caltech.edu/%7E2014-15/2term/ma003/Data/Anscombe3.txt
http://www.math.caltech.edu/%7E2014-15/2term/ma003/Data/Anscombe4.txt
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3. (10 pts) Do these results allow you to conclude anything about the similarities
and/or differences in the relationship between X and Y in these different data
sets?

4. (10 pts) For each data set, make a scatter plot of Y against X, showing the regres-
sion line. (Label and turn in the plots.)

5. (10 pts) For each data set, create a Normal Q-Q plot of the residuals, and perform
a Kolmogorov–Smirnov test for normality of the residuals. For which data sets you
reject the hypothesis? Put it in the Table. (Label and turn in the plots.)

6. (5 pts) Do these scatter plots allow you to conclude anything about the similarities
and/or differences in the relationship between X and Y in these different data sets?

7. (10 pts) Which data set(s) come closest to satisfying the assumptions of the stan-
dard linear model?

3 Scientific creativity revisited
In Assignment 6, you were given the age of scientists at the time of their most significant
discoveries. One of the questions related to those data was this:

Before constructing a confidence interval for a set of observations over a
long time period, we should be convinced the yis exhibit no biases or trends.
If, for example, the age at which scientists made major discoveries decreased
from century to century, the the parameter µ would no longer be a constant,
and the confidence interval would be meaningless. Plot the age versus date for
these twelve discoveries. Does the variability of the yis appear to be random
with respect to time?

You are now in a position to something smarter than just eyeballing the data. Let yi

denote the age of the ith scientist and ti denote the year of his or her significant discovery.

1. (20 pts) Formulate a linear model that allows you to test the hypothesis that there
is no trend over the centuries in the age of discovery.

2. (20 pts) Estimate the model and conduct an appropriate statistical test. Be sure
to carefully formulate your Null and Alternative hypotheses, your critical region,
and the value of your test statistic.

3. (20 pts) Construct a Normal QQ plot of you residuals, and perform a Kolmogorov–
Smirnov test of the Normality hypothesis. Do you accept the Null?
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Data set 1 Data set 2 Data set 3 Data set 4

Mean of X

Std. Dev. of X

Mean of Y

Std. Dev. of Y

β̂0

t-statistic for β̂0

p-value of t-statistic for β̂0

Reject H0 : β0 = 0? Y/N

β̂1

t-statistic for β̂1

p-value of t-statistic for β̂1

Reject H0 : β1 = 0? Y/N

R2

Adjusted R̄2

F -statistic for the regression

p-value of F -statistic

Sum of squared residuals

Reject H0 : Normal residuals? Y/N

Table 1: Summary of Anscombe’s quartet. (You may round to two or three decimal
places if you wish.)
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Here is the table from the previous HW assignment.

Discovery Discoverer Year, t Age, y
Earth orbits sun Copernicus 1543 40
Telescope, basic laws of astronomy Galileo 1600 34
Principles of motion, gravity, calculus Newton 1665 23
Nature of electricity Franklin 1746 40
Burning is oxidation Lavoisier 1774 31
Earth evolved by gradual processes Lyell 1839 33
Natural selection and evolution Darwin 1858 49
Filed equations for light Maxwell 1864 33
Radioactivity Curie 1896 34
Quantum theory Planck 1901 43
Special relativity, e = mc2 Einstein 1905 26
Quantum wave equation Schrödinger 1926 39

Introduction to simple regression with R
R is an object-oriented language, and regression is carried out via an lm (or linear model)
object. The oddest thing about an lm object is its formula property. A typical formula
specification looks like formula=y~x, which means to regress y on x and a constant. (Con-
stants are supplied by default. To get rid of the constant you could say formula=y~-1+x,
but we won’t need that for this assignment.) The lm object also requires a data specifi-
cation. The are other properties that could be set, but the default values are adequate
for us.

First you read in the data, as usual. You may need to supply a full path or use setwd
to set the working directory to where you data files are kept. Let’s call the data a, as in
Anscombe.

a=read.table("Anscombe1", header=TRUE)

You can use sapply to calculate the means and standard deviations. (sapply applies a
function to a list and returns a vector.)

sapply(a,mean)
sapply(a,sd)

Now you can create a linear model object. Let’s call it model. Because we read in
the data with headers, R knows what X and Y are.

model=lm(formula=y~x, data=a)

Much useful output is obtained by simply asking for a summary:
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summary(model)

This should have provided you with estimated coefficients, t-statistics, the R2, the F -
statistic for the regression, and some other stuff. This is all you need for the first problem.

There are other useful things in the object. I suggest you try:

coef(model)
residuals(model)

The sum of squared residuals is not automatically reported, but it’s not hard to
calculate.

e=residuals(model)
ssr=sum(e*e)
ssr

You can compute the s2 statistic e′e

T − K
, and take its square root:

T=length(a$x)
K=length(coef(model))
sqrt(ssr/(T-K))

Where have you seen that number before?

How do you create a scatter plot with the regression line? Here’s one way:

plot(a)
abline(model)

And here’s a normal Q-Q plot of the residuals, with a Kolmogorov–Smirnov test for
normality thrown in for good measure.

e=residuals(model)
qqnorm(e)
abline(a=0,b=1)
ks.test(e,pnorm)

Introduction to simple regression with Mathematica
With Mathematica, regression is carried out via a LinearModelFit object. First you
read in the data, as usual. You may use SetDirectory to set the working directory to
where you data files are kept. Let’s call the data a, as in Anscombe.

a = Import["Anscombe1", "Table", "HeaderLines" -> 1];
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Then

Mean[a]
StandardDeviation[a]

Now you can create a linear model object. Let’s call it model.

model = LinearModelFit[a, x, x]

To get the fitted model, the fitted model the following returns a function that can be
used with Plot.

Normal[model]

To get information on the estimated coefficients and on the overall regression:

model["ParameterTable"]
model["RSquared"]
model["AdjustedRSquared"]

To get the F -statistic for the regression and its p-value:

model["ANOVATableFStatistics"]
model["ANOVATablePValues"]

To get the sum of squared residuals:

e = model["FitResiduals"];
ssr = Total[e e]

You can compute the s2 statistic e′e

T − K
, and take its square root:

T = Length[a];
Sqrt[ssr/(T-2)]

How do you create a scatter plot with the regression line? Here’s one way:

Show[
ListPlot[a, PlotStyle -> AbsolutePointSize[4] ],
Plot[Normal[model], {x, Min[a[[All,1]]], Max[a[[All,1]]]} ]
]

And here’s a normal Q-Q plot of the residuals, with a Kolmogorov–Smirnov test for
normality thrown in for good measure.

QuantilePlot[e]
KolmogorovSmirnovTest[e]
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